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One of my jobs is/has been working as a hiking and dogsled guide in the
Arctic. This means that cryospheric change is very real to me, but also that
I am confronted with questions from ’the public’ about the cryosphre quite
a lot. Generally, people don’t have access to scientists, and when they do,
the ’status’ of a scientists inhibits free questions I think. They do have
access to guides, and so the changes guides perceive in their environment
become a source of their knowledge about climate change and all the
associated influences in the environment. What I want to achieve with
this talk is to give an overview of the main parts of the cryosphere and
what changes are things that folks worry the most about

What this talk is not about

I am not going to argue about whether global warming is caused
by anthropogenic emission of CO2 .
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What this talk is not about

I am not going to argue about whether global warming is caused
by anthropogenic emission of CO2 .

What this talk is not about

Open talks about any topic involving the cryosphere and/or climate has a
tendency to attract climate trolls. I refuse to engage with this because it
isn’t productive
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Fresh water is only 2.5% of all water on the planet. Most of that water
(6̃9%) of that water is locked into ice. This is important because fresh
water ice, whether in glaciers or in snow, is a ’slow release’ for of fresh water
which can be used for irrigation and drinking water during drought, dry
seasons, and hot seasons in a lot of parts of the world. (The comparative
cost of desalination would be very high).

Forms of ice on Earth

Figure 1: The cryosphere on Earth (UNEP)
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Ice is a feature of a large part of our planet. We truly are still and ’icy
world’. Between the entire Arctic being covered by sea ice or permafrost,
the Himalayan ’third pole’, the Andes, and two ice sheets (Antarctica and
Greenland), ice is involved in much of our global topography. There are
even (still) glaciers in Africa, although they are melting rapidly. Snow fall
occurs to relatively low latitudes and supplies fresh water to many people
globally.

Permafrost

Figure 2: Permafrost distribution (Schuur et al. 2015))
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Permafrost is frozen ground. Permafrost studies are one of the youngest
in the cryospheric sciences although their role the global carbon cycle has
made them a ’hot topic’ in the last decade or so. This image shows (top)
the amount of carbon we think is contained in the frozen soils, permafrost
forests, and permafrost peat bogs. The bottom image shows the type of
permafrost and its geographical distribution but also shows the river deltas.
The river deltas are important because the Arctic ocean is the catchment
for around1̃1% of the worlds fresh water, which makes it less saline than
any other ocean. It is also important because of erosion potential and soil
transport. When the soil is no longer frozen, and there is more precipitation,
this loose soil will be carried from the continental interior to the delta. This
will impact soil quality inland, and fisheries, and many other areas

Permafrost loss expected impacts
Carbon:
▶ Increased aerobic respiration → CO2 to atmosphere
▶ Increased anaerobic respiration → CH4 to atmosphere
▶ Subocean melting of clathate hydrates (CH4 + ice)

Transport:
▶ Nothing inhibiting natural gas seepage to surface
▶ Changes in groundwater flow/hydrology

Ecology
▶ Arctic ‘greening’
▶ Planting zones move North/up
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The release of all the carbon stored in permafrost is a major worry. After thawing, microbial respiration will increase.
With all that locked in carbon, it will become a net source of carbon to the atmosphere. In addition, much natural
gas is locked up underneath frozen ground with no possibility of escape at this time. Once the permafrost melts, the
soils become porous, and the gases will permeate to the atmosphere, e.g. additional carbon will be added. Clathate
hydrates are frozen ocean methane deposits. They may also be a source of carbon if they melt. The peat bogs
in the Arctic will become a sink for carbon again after about a decade (respiration <photosynthesis) but will not
return to their previous amount of carbon storage, e.g. this will still be a net source of carbon to the atmosphere
over time. Groundwater flow will change and with this the region topography will change. Planting zones depend on
surface temperature but also on the amount of frost in the ground. This is worrying because a lot of the currently
unexploited landscapes are in the North, and if we do not protect these than they could be ’capitalised’ upon before
we have protective legislation in place. We risk a repetition of what occurred during the draining of the prairies, one
of the greatest losses of landscape recorded in the Americas in the late 1800s.

Sea ice

Figure 3: Arctic v. Antarctic winter extent (NASA Science)

Sea ice extent from NSDIC
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Figure 3: Arctic v. Antarctic winter extent (NASA Science)

Sea ice extent from NSDIC

Sea ice seasonally extends to reasonably low latitudes in the respective winters of each hemisphere. However, the Antarctic continent is surrounded
by the Southern ocean, and the Arctic Ocean is surrounded by large continental plates. The only connection of the Arctic ocean to other oceans
is through the very slim Bering strait between Alaska and Siberia, and the
Fram strait between Norway and Greenland. The oceans and therefore the
ice behave slightly different in each hemisphere. For example, sea ice in
the Arctic ocean can become older than a year whereas in the Anttarctic
ocean it rarely does. The Antarctic continent is also somewhat protected
by a circumpolar current and downward katabatic winds.

Sea ice loss

Figure 4: (Stroeve and Notz 2018)
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What worries people in the Arctic in particular is this idea of reduced
longevity of sea ice. Sea ice which survived multiple summers without
melting used to be the dominant form of sea ice in the Arctic. E.g. when
I was born 60% of the Arctic sea ice was more than one winter old, now
this is frequently less than 30%.

Impact loss of ice

▶ Ice-atmosphere
▶ albedo feedback
▶ evaporation
▶ chemistry

▶ Ice-ocean
▶ biological/chemical/physical oceanography
▶ foodwebs
▶ possibly deep water formation

▶ Increased shipping
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Some things like the ice-albedo feedback, are much discussed in the media, as is an ’ice-free’ summer. The latter
is connected to the former by the different ages of ice having a different albedo due to a combination of increasing
thickness and porosity and decreasing salts. But also, thicker multiyear ice is less malleable, less easy to break, and
behaves differently in wind than thinner ice does. Rather than solely ice extent, the amount of ice we have lost is
largely in ice volume which is more diﬀicult to measure from sattelites. Growing ice can thermodynamically reach
about 2m thick (modeled as a linear function of the temperature gradient through the ice, with a surface temperature
of circa -40∘ C and a bottom temperature of the freezing temperature of ice at -2∘ C, there is no more heat removal
after about 2m) but further thickness can be achieved when blocks collide and raft over one another. Older books,
literature, and traditional knowledge frequently speak of sea ice of tens of metres thick. An ice free summer can be
a tipping point which is why this is focused on a lot. The ’darker’ the surface is in summer during 24 hour daylight,
the more heat the ocean will absorb, and the harder it is for the atmosphere to take that heat up again in winter,
and therefore the longer it will take for ice to be able to form. Ice free summers are expected by 2050, but will likely
start to occur sooner, potentially in the next 5 to 10 years.

Glaciers

Figure 5: NSDIC GLIMS Glacier Inventory
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Glaciers are all over the place. A glacier is a mass of snow-compressed-toice which moves under its own weight. For a glacier to remain stable it
needs to have an equal amount of ice being formed (e.g. snowfall) to ice
being lost (melting). Some glaciers in places people generally don’t think
about include Carstensz Glacier in New Guinea and glaciers on Mount
Kenya, Mount Kilimanjaro, and in the Rwenzori Mountains in Africa. The
glaciers in these tropical regions are disappearing rapidly, as are the more
equator-proximal glaciers in the Andes.
In all regions where there are hot and/or dry season, glaciers provide water
and irrigation during seasons where water from rain or groundwater is not
available.

Glacier loss

Figure 6: (Gardner et al. 2013)
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Figure 6: (Gardner et al. 2013)

This image shows (blue-green) the topographic extent of glaciation in a
region, and (red) the Gigatonnes of ice lost per year. The loss represents a
transfer from a fresh water body to a salt water body. Even setting aside
sea level rise (currently measured at just above 3 mm/year) the loss of
fresh water has consequences for erosion (more water means more erosion)
and flooding (Glacial lake outburst floods).

Snow

Best shown in charts
▶ Interactive snow extent map NASA Earth Observatory
▶ Rutgers university global snow
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Snow

Snow is frozen vapour or very small droplets. Snow formation requires
both a supply of moisture (frequently from evaporation from an ocean
transported by wind, or lower lying land) and cold temperatures. Globally, temperature drops occur either seasonally or as a function of altitude
(or both). The physics of the atmosphere are very fast, and because it
consists of gas, small particles, and drops, it behaves very chaotically. Predicting precisely what the future is of snow is therefore incredibly hard,
even without changes in global temperature. This can lead to some unintuitive outcomes resulting from global warming. For example in Norway
some coastal glaciers increased initially with increases in temperature, as a
result of more evaporation occurring, and the altitude and winters caused
cold enough temperatures for it all to freeze. This meant a positive mass
balance for those glaciers for a few years, right before they started melting.
These glaciers are all receding now because not as much of the increased

Predicting consequences: Water tower index

Figure 7: (Immerzeel et al. 2020)
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The water tower index was created to encompass both the a water supply
index (from snow, glacial melt, and rainfall) and a water demand index
(irrigation, drinking water hydropower) and compares these to to predict
which regions are going to be the most troubled by global temperature
increase. About 1.9 billion people are living in areas which utilise glacially
sourced water. Loss of dry season water can potentially cause social and
political instability at a scale that we have not seen before unless it is well
prepared for.

Extra links
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nat geo on sea level rise
phys.org on water towers
cbc on growing potatoes in Nunavut
nat geo on an Alaskan village having to move due to climate change
Alaskan ice cellars melting
Worldwater list of conflicts caused by water in human society
Weforum on the melting of permafrost around Arctic seed vault
nat geo on loss of snow & drought in Sierra NEvada
uaf video methane leaking from lake
another uaf video on leaking methane (+fire!)
live science on methane blast craters Siberia
usgs on coastal erosion in Alaska
phys.org on coastal erosion
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